Gov. Phil (Tax Everything) Murphy is Taxing the Rain
He is poised to sign a “rain tax” bill passed by the state legislature in
January... And lots of taxpayers are howling with rage!
“Every time you think there’s nothing left to tax, we come up with
something else,” Assemblyman Hal Wirths (R-MorrisSussex) exploded during a debate on the measure.
The law allows each of the state’s 565 municipalities to
set up its own public storm water utility. The new
bureaucracies will build and manage sewer systems to
treat pollutant-filled stormwater runoff. The
infrastructure could cost billions, state authorities say.
Under the law, the utilities can levy steep fees on properties with large parking lots,
long driveways, or big buildings which create the most runoff.
The state would scoop up 5% of all the proceeds.

Hey DEVILer, I was installing a ceiling fan, so I got out my step-ladder.
I don't get on with my real ladder.
Larry H., Bridgeton, NJ

DEVILer HOME SECURITY
For the best home protection... Install six locks on your
door, all in a row. When you go out, lock every other
one. That way, no matter how long somebody stands
there picking the locks, they are always locking three of
them.

PRIVILEGE AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
The information contained in this paper is intended solely for the use of
the reader and may contain humor that is hilariously funny. Please
disclose the contents to anyone and everyone.
Thank You. sjd
Stop Laughing: The EPA is Actually Very Serious About Capturing Cow Farts
This part of the outline of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s infamous “Green New Deal”
provoked laughter all across the country and weeks of ridicule on every social media
platform including the DEVILer. But here’s the truth: the (EPA) has spent millions
of research and development dollars during the course of the 21st. century in a quest
to figure out how to do exactly that.
For example, on Dec. 5, 2008, CBS News ran a report headlined “EPA’s Air
Pollution Target: Flatulent Cows”. The story reports on farmers’ concerns about a
newly-issued EPA report that seemed to propose a literal tax on cow farts.
A report on April 11, 2014 details GOP concerns that the Obama EPA led by Gina
McCarthy was also considering implementing a new tax on cow flatulence. The
concern was then based on the Obama-era “Climate
Action Plan” that would enact penalties on the
agricultural industry unless it found ways to reduce
methane emissions–which in fact far outstrip similar
emissions from the natural gas industry by 25% by
the year 2020.
Then, in August 2016, the Obama-era EPA issued
the results of a new, very costly study that names
farming and ranching as the single biggest emitter of
CO2 in the US, and estimates potential of the livestock sector is 267 million metric
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent in 2030 or fully 10% of U.S. baseline emissions.
Folks, I’m not blowing wind here! That’s a lot of cow farts the EPA was planning
on eliminating.
So, laugh all you want at Cortez and her insane Green New Deal’s plan to capture
cow farts, but do so armed with the knowledge that she is deadly serious, and that
the bureaucrats at your EPA are serious about it as well, having spent the last 20
years wasting millions of your taxpayer dollars studying ways to do exactly that.
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The South Jersey DEVILer: Why is it a penny for your thoughts but you have to put your two cents in? Somebody’s making a penny. Steven Wright

